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Consent Item 43

Title: Agreement: Sacramento 311 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) System
Replacement
Location: Citywide
Recommendation: Pass a Motion authorizing the City Manager or City Manager’s designee to
execute a professional services agreement with Visionary Integration Professionals for the
implementation of a Salesforce solution for the City's 311 Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) System for an amount not-to-exceed $479,000.
Contact: Mrudul Sadanandan, IT Manager, (916) 808-7894; Ivan Castellanos, 311 Manager,
(916) 808-6394; Ignacio Estevez, IT Manager, (916) 808-7349, Information Technology.
Presenter: N/A
Attachments:
1-Description/Analysis
2-Agreement

Susana Alcala Wood, City Attorney

Mindy Cuppy, City Clerk
Howard Chan, City Manager

John Colville, City Treasurer
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Description/Analysis
Issue Detail: The 311 CRM System is used to record all requests and inquiries from
residents, visitors, and employees of the City. Requests and inquiries are received through
telephone, email, web, smartphone, social media, and mail. These are then recorded in the
311 CRM System and routed to the appropriate department for resolution.
The current 311 CRM System uses Oracle Service Cloud (OSC) from Oracle Inc. and includes
limited one-way integration with other City business systems. The current system has reached
its full potential and is unable to keep up with software features and functions to support
periodic changes to business requirements. Modernizing the 311 CRM System will provide a
better reporting system, smart system entry, knowledge base and live agent chat with artificial
intelligence, and backend coordination with other city’s business systems. A new modern 311
CRM System will also expand access to information, improve the City’s ability to serve our
customers, and create a closed loop with residents through email and application notifications
when 311 requests have been completed.
On February 11, 2019, staff issued a Request for Proposals (“RFP”) inviting firms to submit
proposals for Salesforce implementation services to replace the City’s 311 CRM System. Over
1,200 vendors were notified. Nearly 53 viewed or downloaded the RFP and 13 submitted
proposals. A team of City staff from the Information Technology (IT) Department evaluated the
proposals and concluded that the proposal from Visionary Integration Professionals (VIP) best
met the City’s requirements.
Policy Considerations: The recommendations in this report are in accordance with the goals,
objectives, initiatives, and vision of the City’s Digital Strategy, Sacramento City Code Chapters
3.64, and Administrative Policy 4102.
Economic Impacts: None.
Environmental Considerations: The report does not constitute a “project” as the activity will
have no significant effect on the environment and is a continuing administrative activity. It is
therefore exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (CEQA Guidelines
Sections 15061(b)(3);15378(b)(2)).
Sustainability: Not applicable.
Commission/Committee Action: Not applicable.
Rationale for Recommendation: The current 311 CRM System is not adequate to meet the
needs of the City and must be replaced. It is cumbersome and expensive to make changes to
the current system to improve the efficiency of the City’s 311 Division and the City operations
that respond to 311 calls. The current system cannot support case escalation, notification or
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complex routing to department staff. These improvements are required to provide the desired
level of service to the community. Further, the current system cannot support the ability to
provide residents with a closed loop on service requests due to limitations in the available
system integrations. The replacement system will allow the City to implement these
improvements, and provide better, more efficient service to the community.
Financial Considerations: No additional funding is required. The total cost of the software
implementation and related services with VIP will not exceed $479,000 and will be funded by
the IT Department’s operating budget.
Local Business Enterprise (LBE): VIP is not an LBE. The minimum LBE participation
requirement was waived by the Director of IT in the best interests of the City. Staff conducted
an extensive search within the local area and was unable to locate certified Salesforce
partners/vendors that provide 311 Salesforce CRM software system implementation services.
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Attachment 1 to Exhibit A
Scope of Service
This Attachment 1 to Exhibit A (“Attachment1A”) supplements and incorporates by this
reference the agreement between the City of Sacramento (“CITY” or “City”) and Visionary
Integration Professionals, LLC (“VIP”, “CONTRACTOR” or “Contractor”) for the Salesforce 311
Implementation Service Project (the “Project” or “project”), (the “Agreement”). In the event of
a conflict between the provisions of the Attachment1A and the Agreement, the provisions of
the Attachment1A shall prevail. The definitions for the words or phrases provided in the
Agreement shall apply to the same terms in this Attachment 1A, unless otherwise expressly
defined herein.
1. Project Summary
The City is seeking to improve customer experience and satisfaction through increased
customer engagement via various channels. This Project aims to add functionality that does
not exist in the current environment, streamline and/or automate current processes, improved
analytical data and reporting. The City is looking to replace current 311 system in its entirety
including but not limited to business workflows, rules, internal and external reports,
dashboards, interfaces, integrations with line of business systems with the goal of improving
agent workflows by providing accurate information to the line of business systems, giving
agents useful information for resolving issues which in turn would shorten call handle times.
Under this Agreement, CONTRACTOR shall design, develop and implement the 311 Customer
Relationship Management (“CRM”) solution for citizens to connect with their government
using the Salesforce platform. CONTRACTOR shall be fully responsible for implementation and
configuration of the solution.
Additionally, the CONTRACTOR should implement solution to improve the efficiency and speed
at which the City’s 311 agents provide support and service while improving the employee and
citizen experience.
2. Definitions
Term
Agile
SCRUM

Definition
Agile software development is an approach to software development under which
requirements and solutions evolve through the collaborative effort of selforganizing and cross-functional teams and their customer/end user
Scrum is a project management framework that emphasizes teamwork,
accountability and iterative progress toward a well-defined goal.
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WOA
SPRINT or
sprint
Salesforce
QA

Work Order Authorization
A sprint is a set period of time during which specific work has to be completed and
made ready for review
Salesforce is a cloud computing service as a software (SaaS) company that
specializes in customer relationship management (CRM)
Quality assurance (QA) is a way of preventing mistakes and defects in products
and avoiding problems when delivering products or services to customers

3. Project Scope
a. Functional Requirements
See Attachment 2 to Exhibit A, which supplements this Attachment and the Agreement
and is incorporated herein by this reference.
b. Technical Requirements
See Attachment 3 to Exhibit A, which supplements this Attachment and the Agreement
and is incorporated herein by this reference.
4. Project Methodology and Planning
The CONTRACTOR shall utilize an Agile development methodology and be responsible for
reporting and status management, communication, document management, work progress
management, building and maintaining the project plan, change management, issue/problem
management, resource management, knowledge transfer, risk management, quality
assurance, and quality control as appropriate.
The CONTRACTOR shall utilize an Agile development methodology and publish and follow a
standard project management methodology, which may include the following as appropriate:
a.
Oversight / Governance Plan
b.
Communication Plan
c.
Risk Management Plan
d.
Issue Management Plan
e.
Scope Management Plan
f.
Detailed Project Work Plan in MS Project format
The CONTRACTOR will provide recommended technical and functional City staffing levels
during the project phase and post implementation including but not limited to technical,
functional, and business needs.
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The CONTRACTOR will have an experienced onsite Project Manager/Business Analyst and
remote System Architect with agreed upon onsite presence. Application development and
configuration team will be remote.
The project shall be managed using Agile methodologies with daily SCRUM meetings with the
team.
The CONTRACTOR Project Manager shall create a project plan with dates, resources,
dependencies and risks identified utilizing Agile development methodology. The project plan
shall include the tasks that are to be performed by both VIP and City’s staff.
The CONTRACTOR Project Manager shall publish a weekly status report indicating the status of
the work that has been completed and a heat map of status of the key tasks. This report shall
also include all issues and risks being faced by the project and document mitigation strategies
and efforts. A weekly stakeholder status meeting can be held to provide status updates if
requested.
During Implementation Phase, CONTRACTOR shall be using an Agile Scrum approach to
manage the development and implementation tasks. A daily Scrum meeting shall be organized
with the development staff to keep the project in motion and on schedule. This SCRUM call
also addresses any issues or roadblocks that have come up the previous day so they can be
addressed immediately and not impede the project. This shall keep the entire staff up with the
daily progress of the deliverables.
5. Project Roles and Responsibilities
a. The City Project Manager will be responsible for guiding overall project management while
the CONTRACTOR will be responsible for managing the day to day activities and tasks
necessary to complete each project phase.
b. The City will provide applications, subject matter experts and other resources that will
work with the CONTRACTOR team.
c. The City will provide integrations from Azure to other City applications; the CONTRACTOR
will provide integrations between Salesforce and Azure and between Salesforce and CTI,
Salesforce and GIS.
d. The CONTRACTOR shall lead the design/planning workshops.
e. The CONTRACTOR shall provide documentation of all activities and work products to the
City throughout the project life cycle.
f. The CONTRACTOR shall specify and provide comprehensive, proven end user training and
training materials.
g. The CONTRACTOR shall document a comprehensive scope of work to implement all
technologies and interfacing systems required to support the requirements of this project.
h. The CONTRACTOR shall raise any staffing or logistic issues with the City Project Manager.
i. The CONTRACTOR shall escalate any changes to the scope of work or issues that will impact
completion of work to the City Project Manager immediately.
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j.

The CONTRACTOR shall attend daily/weekly project status meetings.

6. Project Staffing
Below identified will be assigned for the length of this engagement. The City Project Manager
must approve individual staff assigned by Contractor to support this project.
a. The Contractor shall not substitute key staff (Project Manager/Business Analyst and
Technical/System Architect) without agreement between VIP and the City. If substitution is
requested/initiated by VIP, the City's consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. The
Contractor shall make every reasonable effort to provide suitable substitute staff.
Substitution of staff will not be permitted without explicit City approval.
b. The City Project Manager may request that Contractor replace a staff member and shall
advise Contractor in writing (i.e. email) of the basis for the request. In such event,
Contractor shall provide a proposed replacement candidate’s resume within fifteen (15)
business days of the date the requested replacement is made by the City.
c. As this is a fixed-fee engagement, VIP reserves the right to add or remove staff on its
project team, however, replacement or removal of Key Staff (Project Manager/Business
Analyst and Technical/System Architect) must be done in accordance with #1 above. As a
fixed-fee engagement, a contract amendment is not required to make staffing changes in
support of the project.
d. The Contractor and the City may mutually agree to add additional Contractor staff to
perform services in support of enhancements or change orders as required.
Enhancements/change orders will be used only when necessary for requirements or work
that is out of scope for the original statement of work. The Contractor and the City will
mutually agree upon the cost of enhancements or change requests and the associated
hourly rates if required.
On-Site / OffSite Planning
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January

Project Manager
/Business Analyst (Jeston)
Onsite
Onsite
Onsite
Onsite
Onsite
Onsite
Onsite
Onsite

Technical
Architect (Nik)
Onsite
Onsite
Offsite
Onsite
Offsite
Onsite
Offsite
Offsite

Development
and QA Team
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite

Integration
Team
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite
Offsite

Exact dates for on-site / off-site are estimates. There may be adjustments to the actual dates,
however, we anticipate approximately 6 weeks with on-site presence from the Technical
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Architect. Any additional on-site accommodations beyond the on-site / off-site plan above
may only be made by mutual written agreement by the City and VIP.
7. Project Activities, Deliverables, and Work Products
a. Project Management
b. Planning Phase
c. Requirements Gathering
d. Fit/Gap Analysis
e. Solution Configuration/Development Phase
f. Testing Phase
g. Training Phase
h. Deployment Phase
i. Post Production Support
8. Acceptance, Change Management and Escalation Procedures
VIP commits that all deliverables will complete their QA process prior to sending to the City.
The ”acceptance criteria” of each deliverable will be defined at the initiation phase of project
and mutually agreed by VIP and the City in writing. The standard acceptance period is five (5)
business days unless a different timeframe is mutually agreed upon in writing by VIP and the
City.
VIP will submit deliverables to the City upon completion for review and approval by the City. If
a deliverable meets the relevant acceptance criteria, the City shall deliver written notification
of acceptance to VIP. If a deliverable does not meet the stated acceptance criteria, the city
shall deliver written notification to VIP. Promptly after receiving the notice, VIP shall
undertake correction efforts and redeliver the revised deliverable to the city. The City will
have the acceptance period to review the corrections to determine whether the previously
reported correction has been corrected and if the corrections meet the relevant acceptance
criteria.
VIP project manager is responsible for managing change requests. Each change request will
specify the change, impact and acceptance by the city and VIP. A new change request must be
logged in the change request log.
VIP shall provide drafts be of deliverables to the City, when applicable, prior to formal
submittal. The City shall review and provide written approval or comments, as appropriate. In
general, comments, issues, or sign-off shall be provided within five (5) business days after
receipt of draft. If necessary and so instructed to do so, VIP shall revise each deliverable as
appropriate and another draft of the final version submitted within five (5) business days. The
City shall respond to resubmitted deliverables within five (5) business days
VIP will submit Work Order Authorizations (“WOA”) to the City no later than 15 days prior to
the beginning of each work or sprint. The WOA will be reviewed during the Product Backlog
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Grooming meetings. This review process will include a walkthrough. The Product Owner will
review the WOA and indicate if the WOA is ready for submission to the City.
If the WOA is in ready state, the Scrum Team will submit the WOA formally to the Product
Owner and / or City Project Manager.
Each WOA will be collaboratively defined by the Contractor and the City. The goal is to
proactively define, review and obtain approval for each WOA fifteen (15) calendar days in
advance of the planned WOA start date.
The WOA must be approved by a representative from both the City and VIP. The following
individuals are authorized to sign for the City and VIP and authorize a WOA.
The City IT Manager or designee
The VIP Engagement Manager or designee
The Scrum Team will review the WOA beginning of each sprint through the Sprint Planning
process. If there are any updates to the WOA, the WOA will be updated.
At the end of each sprint, the work performed through each WOA will be reviewed at the
Sprint Review meeting. After the Sprint Review meeting, the Scrum Team will submit the WOA
to the City for close-out. Upon approval of WOA, VIP will submit invoice to the City, in
accordance with Statement of Work (SOW) and Payment Schedule
In the event that the City fails to respond to a deliverable as required above, notice shall be
given to the City Project Manager. In the event that no response is received from the City
Project Manager within five (5) business days of the notice, the deliverable shall be deemed to
be approved. A “sign-off” form for the City to indicate its approval, disapproval, or other
comment shall accompany each deliverable submission.
The City and VIP acknowledge and agree that certain technical and/or project-related problems
or issues may arise, and that VIP will bring such matters to the City’s attention. Problems or
issues shall normally be reported in regular status reports or in-person meetings. However,
there may be instances where the severity of the problem justifies escalated reporting. To this
extent, Contractor Project Manager will escalate the problem or issue to the City’s IT Manager
or their designee. The City IT Manager or their designee will determine if the problem or issue
must be escalated to the Contractor Engagement Manager. The Contractor Engagement
Manager has the appropriate authority to represent the Contractor for all contract-related
issues. The proposed escalation levels for the City and Contractor include, but are not limited
to, the following:
a. Contractor
A. First level, the VIP Project Team.
B. Second level, the VIP Project Manager/Business Analyst.
C. Third level, the VIP Engagement Manager.
D. Fourth level, the VIP Vice President of Administration.
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b. City
A.
B.
C.
D.

First level, the City Project Team.
Second level, the City's Project Manager.
Third level, the City IT Manager or their designee.
Fourth level, Chief Information Officer.

9. Fit/Gap Analysis
During the Fit/Gap phase, the CONTRACTOR will translate all business requirements into
detailed functional specifications within the Salesforce application framework.
a. The CONTRACTOR will perform a Gap analysis to identify all technical requirements that
are not addressed by the Salesforce CRM solution and recommend how these gaps will be
handled.
b. The CONTRACTOR will perform a gap analysis to identify all business requirements that are
not addressed by the Salesforce CRM solution and recommend how these gaps will be
handled.
c. All functional specifications need to be approved by the City.
d. All functional specifications must be proven out and demonstrated in a demo or sandbox
environment with sample City data whenever possible.
e. All customization needs to be approved by the business and technical leads and signed off
by the city.
10. Software Configuration, Integration and Exception Handling
a. The CONTRACTOR shall develop, document and optimize configuration of the Salesforce
CRM to meet business, functional, and technical requirements without compromising
upgradeability where possible.
b. Use Case requirements shall be approved by the City before the CONTRACTOR begins
configuration.
c. The CONTRACTOR shall recommend, document, and mentor City staff in completing all
configuration activities. These application configuration services will focus on configuring
the application to meet the City’s processing and business requirements, including
workflow.
d. The CONTRACTOR shall perform configuration and integration that eliminates the creation
of manual work due to staff by enforcing both error handling and data validation.
e. The CONTRACTOR will provide a business and technical process map to show how
Salesforce application components affect business and technical processes.
f. The CONTRACTOR shall document all the enhancements, plug-ins, reports, workflows and
extensions developed during the project. The materials should enable the City ability to
modify or reuse the enhancements as new releases and product versions are available.
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g. The CONTRACTOR shall ensure all enhancements, plug-ins, reports, scripts, batch
programs, or any other technical activity or customization is created in such a way that the
City is notified of any failure in such activities.
h. The CONTRACTOR shall use web services and real time interfaces whenever possible.
i. The CONTRACTOR shall develop and test all interfaces required for Salesforce
implementation
j. The CONTRACTOR shall provide and implement the project based on best practice
standards.
11. Testing
Testing applies to the Salesforce CRM configuration, self-service Public Portal, knowledge base,
Reports and each interfacing applications.
a. The CONTRACTOR shall deliver a System Test Plan for all testing types and cycles: System
(configuration and business process), System Integration, System Testing.
b. Working in concert with the City the CONTRACTOR shall deliver comprehensive test
scenarios, test cases, and test scripts for Functional, Integration, and User Acceptance
Testing.
c. The CONTRACTOR shall provide documentation of successful unit testing prior to
scheduling team resources to perform additional tests.
d. The CONTRACTOR shall develop comprehensive, relevant, and effective test scripts.
e. The CONTRACTOR shall manage test execution, provide testing support, track results and
issues, and provide reporting and metrics.
f. The CONTRACTOR shall provide proven testing tools and required documentation for each
phase of testing.
12. Training
a. The CONTRACTOR shall design, create and provide training plans for the project as well as
City Functional and Technical staff. The CONTRACTOR will follow a Train-the-Trainer
approach for this project.
b. The CONTRACTOR shall provide training on Salesforce CRM configuration, security,
workflow, knowledgebase, live agent and administration to City staff. It is anticipated that
training will be limited to two or three (2 or 3) City staff.
c. The CONTRACTOR shall provide training in all aspects of configuration planned for use in
this project.
d. The CONTRACTOR shall provide knowledge transfer and training to City technical staff for
all CONTRACTOR activities performed in the Salesforce.
i. Knowledge transfer will be part of a training and development plan
ii. Knowledge transfer will be tied to a payment milestone
iii. Knowledge transfer is expected to be an ongoing process throughout the project life
cycle and will be assessed monthly.
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e. The CONTRACTOR shall perform an analysis of training needs for City technical and
functional staff for pre-go live and post-go live.
f. The CONTRACTOR shall document a methodology and plan to be approved by the City that
provides a roadmap for how training will be delivered to ensure organizational readiness so
that all users are trained in their roles and daily tasks prior to go-live.
g. The CONTRACTOR shall document the training classes required for the implementation of
Salesforce with class time/duration, audience, course content and objectives.
h. The CONTRACTOR shall deliver role-based Help Guides on all aspects of the Salesforce CRM
solution for both technical and functional areas.
i. The CONTRACTOR shall provide and conduct all system training in a hands-on Salesforce
training sandbox using the City’s specific configuration, and associated test data.
13. Production cutover
a. The CONTRACTOR shall provide a work plan and schedule covering the go-live weekend
and subsequent support activities from both a business and technical perspective. The
plan will identify tasks and resources. The shall be verified by the CONTRACTOR and
project team.
b. The CONTRACTOR will develop and document a knowledge transfer plan for all transition
activities and responsibilities to the functional and technical production team who will
operate and support the system post go live.
c. The CONTRACTOR will develop, document, and perform an operational readiness
assessment. This activity involves an assessment of the production environment to
determine if the infrastructure, network, desktop, application, and staff are ready to
transition to production cutover.
d. The CONTRACTOR will deliver a formal implementation plan, test plan, and “roll‐back” plan
designed to test, trouble shoot, and correct any deficiencies in the planned cutover to the
Salesforce solution.
14. Post Implementation Support
The objective of the post implementation support phase is for VIP to support the City in the
performance of the day-to-day operational activities of the new system in the production
environment. Key activities include
• Problem resolution support
• Monitor configuration and adjust as necessary
• Resolve the reported bugs
• Deploy any mutually agreed post go live tasks.
For sixty (60) calendar days after production cutover, VIP will perform post implementation
support. VIP warrants that it will perform the Services in a manner consistent with industry
standards reasonably applicable to the performance thereof.
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VIP does not warrant that City’s use of the Services will be uninterrupted or error free. The
limited warranties set forth in this Agreement do not apply to any deviation by the Services
from the specifications set forth in the applicable Schedule that is caused by, or results from, (i)
improper usage of the Services or the introduction/import of corrupt data into the Services by
anyone other than VIP; (ii) use of the Services for any purpose other than that authorized in
this Agreement; (iii) use of the Services in combination with other software, data or products
that are defective or incompatible with, or are not authorized by VIP for use with, the Services;
(iv) any malfunction of City’s software, hardware, computers or computer-related equipment;
(v) City’s failure to use any Updates made available by VIP; or (vi) an event of Force Majeure.
VIP does not and cannot control the flow of data to or from the Services and other portions of
the Internet. Such flow depends in large part on the performance of Internet services provide
or controlled by third Parties. At times, actions or inactions of such third Parties can impair or
disrupt Client’s connections to the Internet (or portions thereof). Although VIP will use
commercially reasonable efforts to take all actions it deems appropriate to remedy and avoid
such events, VIP cannot guarantee that such events will not occur. Accordingly, VIP disclaims
any and all liability resulting from or related to such events. The foregoing warranties are
made in lieu of all other warranties, express and implied, including, without limitation, any
implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, and any performance.
Except as expressly provided herein, there is no warranty against infringement, the Services
are provided “as is” and VIP disclaims any warranty as to the quality, operation of, that (I) the
services will operate uninterrupted or error-free, (II) the results arising out of the use of the
Services will be accurate, complete or error-free or (III) the services will meet the needs of
Client or its Clients, agents or suppliers.
All reported issues to VIP will be assigned a Severity Level which defines the critical nature of
the problem. The Severity Level will drive VIP response to the City, internal escalation process
on procedures per a defined timeline.
The following table defines the four (4) standard Severity Levels that will be assigned to VIP
documented issues. Subsequent tables outline the notification and escalation processes for
each defined Severity Level.
Severity
Level
1
Critical

Severity Description

Response
Time
Issue that causes complete loss of service to the CLIENT’s One (1) Hour
production environment and work cannot reasonably continue.
Workarounds to provide the same functionality are not possible
and cannot be found in time to minimize the impact on the
CLIENT’s business. The problem has one or more of the following
characteristics:
• Fifty percent of users cannot access the system.
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Critical functionality is not available. The application
cannot continue because a vital feature is inoperable,
data cannot be secured, loss of functionality.
• Severe performance degradation rendering the system
unusable.
• Loss of data that cannot be reasonably retrieved.
• Security vulnerabilities.
Issue where operation of the system is considered severely
limited, however operation can continue in a restricted fashion.
The problem has one or more of the following characteristics:
• A software error for which there is a Customer
acceptable workaround.
• Self-contained issue that does not impact the overall
functionality of the software.
• Minimal performance degradation which impacts
productivity.
Issue that causes no loss of service and in no way impedes use of
the system. The problem has one or more of the following
characteristics:
• Guidance on the use of existing base product functions
and Customer accepted modifications.
• Cosmetic issue such as misspelled words or misaligned
text.
• Enhancement requests to update functionality.
Questions regarding system functionality where product user
guides are confusing or non- existent and answers are limited to
under thirty (30) minutes.
•

2
Major

3
Minor

4
Minimal

One (1)
business day

Two (2)
business days

Three (3)
business days

Final system acceptance is contingent on a successful post implementation support of two (2)
months following cutover. During the stabilization period, the CONTRACTOR shall fix any
defects according to the agreed upon service levels, monitor system performance, and
evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the business processes. During this support period
any functionality that was not included in approved requirements, specifications and use cases
will be termed as an enhancement and not be covered as services provided as part of this
phase.
15. Project Timeline
The Project shall be completed in 30 weeks, unless otherwise amended by mutual written
agreement of the parties.
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The following table outline the high-level project tasks, sprint assignment and timing. The
exact date for each task and go live date will be determined at the conclusion of general
requirements phase.
Tasks
General Requirements
Public Portal
Account Creation and Management
Case Creation
Services available by Jurisdiction
Knowledgebase Articles
Notifications and Escalations
Map
Chat
Parent/Child Case Association
Agent Console
CTI Integration
Search Functionality
Quick Close
Address Validation
Templates and Macros
Case Details & field information
Integration
Calling Azure API's
Agent Console
Queue Management
Case Duplication
Tagging
Parent/Child Case Association
Knowledgebase Articles
Map
GIS Layer Data
Recently Used
Dispatching Console
Supervisor Console
Dashboard
Reporting
Integration
Exposing API's for Azure to Call
Single Sign On
Case workflow(s)

Sprint Assignment
Sprint 1

Start
6/17/2019

Finish
6/21/2019

Sprint 1
Sprint 1
Sprint 1
Sprint 2
Sprint 2
Sprint 2
Sprint 2
Sprint 2

6/19/2019
6/21/2019
6/26/2019
7/1/2019
7/5/2019
7/7/2019
7/15/2019
7/17/2019

6/21/2019
6/30/2019
6/30/2019
7/5/2019
7/7/2019
7/16/2019
7/17/2019
7/22/2019

Sprint 3
Sprint 3
Sprint 3
Sprint 3
Sprint 3
Sprint 3

7/22/2019
7/29/2019
7/30/2019
8/2/2019
8/7/2019
8/9/2019

8/2/2019
7/30/2019
8/1/2019
8/12/2019
8/9/2019
8/11/2019

Sprint 4

8/12/2019

8/23/2019

Sprint 5
Sprint 5
Sprint 5
Sprint 5
Sprint 5
Sprint 6
Sprint 6
Sprint 6
Sprint 6
Sprint 6
Sprint 6
Sprint 6

8/19/2019
8/25/2019
8/27/2019
8/29/2019
9/3/2019
9/8/2019
9/12/2019
9/15/2019
9/17/2019
9/19/2019
9/25/2019
9/27/2019

8/23/2019
8/27/2019
8/29/2019
9/3/2019
9/8/2019
9/12/2019
9/17/2019
9/17/2019
9/20/2019
9/24/2019
9/27/2019
9/30/2019

Sprint 7
Sprint 8
Sprint 8

9/30/2019
10/7/2019
10/10/2019

10/11/2019
10/10/2019
10/16/2019
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Task management
Organization Management
Contact Management
Community Issue Management
Case Management
Email management
Contact Data Import
UAT
Go Live
Post Production Support

Sprint 8
Sprint 8
Sprint 9
Sprint 9
Sprint 9
Sprint 9
Sprint 9
Sprint 10

10/15/2019
10/17/2019
10/21/2019
10/23/2019
10/28/2019
10/30/2019
11/2/2019
11/4/2019
11/25/2019
11/25/2019

10/17/2019
10/21/2019
10/23/2019
10/27/2019
10/30/2019
11/1/2019
11/6/2019
11/22/2019
11/25/2019
1/23/2020

Unless otherwise provided for herein it is explicitly understood by the Parties hereto that VIP is
a systems integrator for the Salesforce product. VIP is not responsible for software
functionality that is not available in the Salesforce product purchased by the City directly from
Salesforce. Said software functionality issues will be resolved directly between City and
Salesforce. Further inherent system or bug issues in the software that are independent of
configuration and implementation are not the responsibility of VIP. Rather, City will look
directly to Salesforce to resolve these types of problems. VIP is not responsible for Salesforce
system security other than the configuration and implementation of the security features
available in the Salesforce software product.
Unless otherwise provided for herein VIP is not responsible for the City’s technical
infrastructure on which the Salesforce platform will reside. This includes but is not limited to,
hardware, interfacing software, internet services, platform security, platform performance and
anything not associated with configuration and implementation services.
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16. Limit on Liability
CITY agrees that if CONTRACTOR is found to be liable to CITY for any reason resulting from this
Agreement, CONTRACTOR’s liability shall be limited to the fees paid by CITY to CONTRACTOR.
CITY understands that this clause limits CONTRACTORS’s liability and CITY voluntarily agrees to
this limitation.
CONTRACTOR agrees that if CITY is found to be liable to CONTRACTOR for any reason resulting
from this Agreement, CONTRACTOR’s liability shall be limited to the fees paid by CITY to
CONTRACTOR. CONTRACTOR understands that this clause limits CITY’s liability and
CONTRACTOR voluntarily agrees to this limitation.
NEITHER PARTY SHALL BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER FOR EXEMPLARY, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT,
SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, LOSS OF PROFIT, USE OF DATA, SAVINGS, REVENUE, OR OTHER ECONOMIC
ADVANTAGE, HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, INCLUDING UNDER TORT
OR CONTRACT LAW, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SERVICES OR WORK
PRODUCT PROVIDED PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER OR NOT SUCH PARTY WAS
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS.
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Attachment 2 to Exhibit A
Functional Requirements
The following includes the functional requirements under this agreement between the City of
Sacramento (“CITY”) and Visionary Integration Professionals, LLC (“VIP”, “CONTRACTOR”) for
the Salesforce 311 Implementation Service Project (the “Project”), (the “Agreement”).
1. General Requirements
The City is expecting CONTRACTOR to recommend best practices and generally try to use out
of the box functionality of Salesforce for this implementation and should revert to minimal
custom development or third-party add-on only if required to meet the business requirements.
2. Public Portal
A website that allows Citizens to interact with the City, specifically 311. The portal will allow
Citizens to create/manage/edit/track cases without leaving the site. Integration with a variety
of applications will allow for automatic case creation. Chat will be available for those needing
assistance.
•

Account Creation and Management
o Provide an Account Homepage that has basic important information like cases
submitted with statuses and dispositions, district information, garbage pickup schedule
and notifications associated to the account.
o Provide an option for Citizens to create an online account using their email address to
create, edit, manage and track concerns.
o Provide a registered user the option to opt in to receive communication from the City
via email or text.
o Ability to save First Name, Last Name, Email, Phone and Address with the account so
we can use it for future Case submissions and/or location specific announcements like
trash service days, and council district information.
o Ability to sign up for Campaigns and other communications/notifications.
o Provide Citizens the ability to track open cases to view status changes, view department
notes or to provide additional information requested by the City. If additional
information is needed, Citizens should have the ability to add to the open case and
have that information transfer into an integration if needed.
o While account creation would be highly encouraged, creating a case without creation
should be an option.

•

Case Creation
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o Provide Citizens the ability to create cases that can then be tracked or edited via the
portal. The web portal should be user friendly, providing an easy navigation menu so
that Citizens who are not familiar with City services can easily determine how/where to
submit a concern, ask a question, or gather information.
o To ensure first call resolution, provide the user with a list of required information
needed to submit the case based on established business rules. Case submission should
allow the user to upload attachments, such as documents or pictures to support the
case. After submitting a case, the portal should present the user with pertinent case
information such as, but not limited to, next steps, department contact information,
and average response time.
o Provide an option for cases submitted via the portal to drop into a specified queue so
that an Agent can open a prefilled case and route it accordingly. There is a desire for
case creation automation between the portal and internal and external integrations.
311 should have the option to set priorities to cases so that time sensitive concerns can
be easily identified by looking at the queue.
o Display an auto-filtered knowledgebase search result based on Question and Category
to allow Citizens to find information to help them with their issue before creating a
case. See Knowledgebase section for details.
o Display category definition/summary of what the category means.
o Provide a Map where the Citizen can type in the Address as part of the Case. See Map
section for details.
o Generate automated email template responses based on category selection.
•

Services available by Jurisdiction
o Provide address validation prior to case creation so that a Citizen can be advised if they
are submitting their concern to the proper jurisdiction. If the address does not fall
within City jurisdiction, the portal should provide the Citizen with notification. See Map
section for details.

•

Knowledgebase Articles
o Provide relevant KB articles, displaying the most helpful articles first, prior to case
creation to avoid unnecessary case creation. Citizens should be asked if the KB article
answers their question and have the option to provide suggestions.
o Knowledgebase feedback like thumbs up, thumbs down or star rating to rate the
answer should be recorded for reporting purposes to assess the article’s effectiveness.
Additionally, Citizens should have the ability to search for KB articles through various
options. Desired searches include keywords and topics.
o Reporting on KB article usage by the public should be available to better improve the
service.

•

Notifications and Escalations
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o Provide an option to send registered users notifications via email, text and within the
portal so that they can be alerted of case updates, status changes, or department
communication, like requests for additional information.
•

Integrations
o Provide integration with internal and external systems to automatically create cases,
update cases or to provide data in accordance with established business rules. Cases
created in the portal will share the case information contained/created in the
integration. Notes, statuses, and dispositions should be the same for both.

•

Map
o Provide a map that will allow a user to enter an address, cross streets, or point of
interest (e.g. Park or Landmark name) into a search field, use their location as the Case
address, and move the map pin to the correct location.
o Once the location is pinpointed, provide the user an option to view a street view of the
area to confirm the correct location is being reported.
o Provide type ahead/auto-suggestions of addresses being searched limited by
Sacramento area addresses only.
o Show if the address is within City limits or not (e.g. Red if outside City limits, Blue if
within).
o Provide a proximity map that displays previously created cases received within a
predetermined time span and radius range.
o Provide a filter so that displayed cases refine to display only relevant cases based on
the user’s selection.
o Provide an option to view the cases on the map or as a list view.
o Provide case snapshot as well as the current status or disposition of displayed cases to
minimize case duplication. A version of this map should also be available in the
homepage of the Public Portal to show Citizens status of recent cases.

•

Chat
o Provide the ability to chat with a 311 Agent via the portal to ask a question or submit a
concern.
o Ability to manage the Chat queue along with the Phone queue in Salesforce.
o Before initiating a chat session, provide Citizen with a menu of topic selections. Display
relevant KB articles based on the category selection. Provide Citizens with a way to
provide feedback on the article and record responses for reporting purposes to assess
the article’s effectiveness. Provide the Citizen with a decision point to determine if the
KB article was sufficient in addressing their concern or if a chat should be initiated. If a
chat is initiated, provide a way of gathering preliminary data to expediate response
time. Through integration with internal and external applications, provide automatic
case creation based on business rules. When case creation is a not a desired outcome,
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•

provide a process that offers chats to agents, with the option to add predefined
responses, and a text box that provides spell check.
o Provide chat transcripts to be stored within the case.
o Ability to allow multiple chats to be assigned to a single user
Parent/Child Case Association
o The portal should allow a way for Citizens to associate their Case to an existing Case. Ex.
Street Light is out on a given street and they can see the current Case in the Map,
provide a way to have Citizens to create a child Case (Voting/Tagging concept) that will
allow them to get updates on given issue.

3. Agent Console
This section provides the desired requirements for the agent workspace.
•

CTI Integration
o Cisco will be configured with multiple skillsets/queues assigned for different categories.
o Allow for sending in selected Category from the IVR to have it be prefilled when the call
starts.
o Provide a CTI Integration that will display exact or partial contact matches already in the
system.
o The contact is searched using the phone number based on the following conditions:
If a Single match is found: The system brings up the Case screen with associated
contact already prefilled.
 If Multiple matches are found: The system displays all the contacts with First
Name, Last Name, Phone Number, Address and Email Address details as a search
result. Edits to a contact can be made from the CTI Integration.
 If No match is found: A new contact is created with the phone number pre-filled
and the agent will manually update the contact as he/she talks to the Citizen to
get other contact information.
 The First Name and the Last Name fields are not required fields in the system so
mapping to an Anonymous account should be allowed if needed.
 If an offered contact is selected, everything associated with that contact should be
displayed such as tags, cases, and organizations.
Search Functionality
o Provide a way to search for Contacts, Cases, and Knowledgebase Articles etc
o Type ahead functionality to see match suggestions
Quick Close
o From the first intake screen, provide the Agent with the ability to quickly close a case
after selecting a category and adding a note if that is all that is required.
Address Validation
o Provide address validation to advise Agent if the Case address is within City
jurisdiction. If the location is outside of the City limits, provide an alert/notification
and display information for the proper jurisdiction. If the address is within City


•
•
•
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•

•

•

limits, the validation will provide layer data needed for the selected category based
on established business rules.
o Provide Address suggestions/Type-ahead for address being typed
o Ranking of address suggestions based on business rules, see more details in
Technical Requirements section.
Templates and Macros
o Provide 311 with the ability to create templates, scripts, or macros for each case type
depending on the business need. Any and all options should include mandatory fields
with drop down menus to ensure proper data is being collected and can be extracted
for reporting. See Attachment 5 for Sample list of Call Types and Categories.
o City of Sacramento will provide workflow details and fields that need to be set for each
rule.
Case Details & field information
o Case fields should be dynamic and reflect the established business rules. See
Attachment 6 for Sample Field Mapping. The finalized list of fields will be decided as
part of the Requirements Gathering phase of the project.
Queue Management
o Provide the ability to prioritize and/or group cases dropped into any queue based on
business rules.
Case Duplication
o Allow for a case to be copied providing the Agent the option to choose what portion of
the case should be copied over.
Tagging
o Provide an option to create, attach, edit, and report on community/social issues with
tags.
o Tags should be easily managed and have a quick and simple way to view associated
data.
Parent/Child Case Association
o Provide the ability to tie single/multiple Cases to a parent Case.
o Allow for sending mass updates regarding issue to all Cases associated to the parent Case.
o Allow for auto-closing child Cases when parent Case is closed. Only the parent Case will
be sent through integration.
Knowledgebase Articles
o Provide Agents access to all KB articles with an easy way to search for relevant items
and allow Agents to suggest edits or propose new article ideas. Provide the ability to
quickly add KB articles as text in email or text responses.
o React to keywords being entered into the case and display relevant articles to assist
with case creation.
Map
o Provide a map that will allow a user to enter an address, cross streets, or point of
interest (e.g. Park or Landmark name) into a search field.
o While typing, auto-suggest should display matching address suggestions.
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o Capture the address or intersection for the case and display it on the map as text and
with visual marker, like a pin.
o Provide an option to visually differentiate between a City and Non-City address. For
example, a City address is displayed in blue on the map, a Non-City address is shown in
red.
o Display previously created cases within a configurable date range and radius of the
selected location on the map with an option to view as a list. Narrow displayed cases as
topic selections are made. Display basic case information, like category, notes, and
status. Provide the same case details an optional list view.
GIS Layer Data
o Pull GIS Layer Data upon Address Validation. See Technical Requirements section.
Integration
o Provide full integration with internal and external systems that allow Agents to create,
edit, manage, lookup and track a case within the Salesforce CRM. See Technical
Requirements section for additional details.
Dashboard
o Provide easy to create/edit dashboards that display the Agent’s assigned tasks as well
as team and individual stats gathered from the CRM and CISCO. Dashboards must
provide the number of cases created, their status, apps/emails worked, and calls
offered and answered. It is important that the numbers for apps/emails worked be
reflective of the day the Agent initially opened the app/email NOT the day the case was
created by the Citizen or the day an update/additional communication happened.
Recently Used
o A list view of recently created case, contacts, organizations, or KB articles will display
for quick access.
Dispatching Console
o Dispatching queues must be set for three queues.
o If a case is created by an Agent that needs to be dispatched, the Agent will set
the status as “ready for dispatch”. The case will automatically drop into its
respective queue and be ready to open by the dispatcher.
o The dispatcher will open the case, dispatch to a field crew, and change the
status accordingly.
 Dispatched, call requires work order generation. The call was provided to
the field crew and a work order needs to be created in an integration so
that the work can be completed. This applies to work orders created in
INFOR/7i for Urban Forestry, Streets, Facilities, and Parks. After the
integration creates the work order, the case is updated with the work
order number, and set in “in progress” status. The case would be
completed with the disposition assigned to the INFOR work order.
 Dispatched, call does not require work order generation, but a
disposition is needed from the field crew. This applies to calls dispatched
to Parking. Officers receive the information, respond, and provide the
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•

dispatcher with the disposition. The case would be assigned a completed
status and a disposition.
 Closed. Some calls are dispatched to a field crew, but no work order
needs to be generated. For these calls, a dispatcher will set the status as
closed, and the disposition as dispatched.
 Reporting must be available based on the status change time to assess
SLA.
o The dispatch queue must have the ability to organize/group and automatically relocate
cases based on their status.
o Ready for dispatch. Cases which have been created and are ready for dispatch.
This is where the dispatcher initially opens cases.
o Dispatched. After a case has been called out, the status is changed to
dispatched. The case will automatically move from the ready to dispatch group
to the dispatched group.
o Cancelled. Cases that have been cancelled, no call out.
o Completed. Cases that have been dispatched and marked as completed by the
dispatcher or field crews.
o Statuses in Integrations would transfer to CRM case status.
Supervisor Console
o Provide a Supervisor console that will allow Management to monitor, review, assign,
and report on work via the Agent, Queue or Assigned Work.
o Provide the option for management to add/edit skills or permissions on Agent profiles
to better manage cases.
Reporting
o Provide prebuilt reports that allow for analyzation of any and all data contained within
the CRM. Desired reports include but are not limited to:
 Agent productivity that includes CRM and CISCO information including but not
limited to cases created, apps worked, calls presented and answered.
 Resolve times based on audit information like a status change.
 Case categories.
 Cases by geographical area: ZIP, Council, neighborhood.
 Contact reporting. For example, overall top case creators.
 Tag reports
 Organization reports
 Solution to report on First Call Resolution based on designated “contact
window”
o Reporting must be available for every field type available and their respective options.
Example: a report for the “status” field would allow for individual reports on each
status option available.
o New reports should be easy to create using a drag and drop tool. Existing reports can
be saved as a copy to a specific user’s folder to allow for custom edits.
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o Provide an option to save reports within the CRM or export as a PDF or Excel or to
share within the CRM with other CRM users.
o Approximately three (3) primary dashboards and five (5) basic operational productivity
reports are required, leveraging out of the box functionality available with Salesforce.
4. Single Sign On
o Ability to have agent’s login using Azure Active Directory to avoid the need to
remember yet another username/password.
o Ability for Public Portal authentication to be integrated with Azure Active Directory B2C.
5. Notification Configuration
o Different email notifications and alerts need to be sent for different categories during
status changes like creation, assignments, and completion.
o City of Sacramento will provide the list of rules and templates to be sent for each
category and status change.
o Reminder notifications also need to be configured for aging Cases when Cases are left
open.
o City of Sacramento will provide the list of rules to be applied as well as message
templates to be sent.
6. 311 Mobile App
o Modifying the 311 Mobile App is out of scope. But CONTRACTOR will provide technical
assistance/mentoring on using APIs for Case Creation in Salesforce.
7. Walk-in
o 311 does not provide walk in services.
8. Knowledge Base
o Allow for the ability to create, review, edit, retire and assign access (public vs internal)
to articles for use on the Web Portal or by Agents in the CRM.
o Provide for categorization based on topic or status such as Active, retired, seasonal.
o Be searchable by keywords, topic, or easily navigated through a category menu.
o Auto populate relevant KB Articles in the CRM and on the Web Portal after topic
selection has been made. Refine articles as keywords are entered into the case notes.
o Provide version retention allowing changes to be tracked.
o Provide 311 partners with ability to make edits to KB articles pertaining to their
services. Provide notification to 311 when changes have been submitted for approval.
o Provide reports for Knowledge Base data such as usage, key word effectiveness, and
call deflection.
9. Case workflow(s)
o Provide various case routing options such as but not limited to:
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o Information only. Case is closed via a quick close option.
o Work order generation. Case is created, work order is automatically generated
and assigned to the proper queue.
o Some cases that drop into this queue will need to be dispatched from within
311.
o Communication, but no work, is needed from a City Department. Case is
assigned to the department’s queue for management/resolution. Notification
the department is made in the CRM and via email, and subsequent
reminder/escalation emails if necessary.
o Case requires escalation within 311. Case is assigned to an internal escalation
queue and resolved. Notification of case assignment is made to the assigned
queue users through the CRM and via email.
o Cases will be automatically assigned a status/disposition based on business rules.
o Cases routed to a queue will be completed by the assigned user by selecting the
proper disposition.
10. Task management
o Provide an ability to create and assign tasks to individuals or a group of users. Task
assignments may be one-time or recurring on a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis.
Tasks field must include the ability to create notes, include attachments or links, and
set due dates and reminders.
o Provide the ability categorize task so they can be easily sorted and searched in a list
view.
o Provide notifications to Agents, Management, and Users to advise of changes to the
task assignment, a status change/update, or as a reminder that the task has not been
completed. Notifications should be provided within the Salesforce CRM and via email.
o Tasks data should be reportable: resolve time, and status.
o Provide task synchronization to CRM calendar and to Outlook.
11. Organization Management
o Provide the ability to create organizational contacts housed independently of Citizen.
Desired fields include: Name, phone number, fax, email, contact person, organization
description, website address, and notes.
o Provide organization reports so that all associated data, such as case, tags, contacts, or
tags can be reported and shared.
o Provide the ability to link a Case to an Organization.
12. Contact Management
o Contacts creation will occur in the mobile app, web, or via the Salesforce CRM.
o Contacts field must:
o Include a field for first and last name and not be case sensitive. Jane Doe = JANE
DOE = jane doe.
o Include a main phone field that prepopulate dashes
o Allow for primary and secondary phone number.
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o Phone number format should be consistent in the interfaces as it is stored in the
database record.
o Include a street address field, house number and street name and type, that is
not case sensitive.
o Prepopulate with Sacramento as the city
o Prepopulate with California as the state
o Have an email field
o Have the ability to accept tags
o Contact alerts.
o Provide a way to add alerts to a contact to notify Agents of situations, such as a
number known to be SPAM.
o Searchable with Auto Suggestions to allow for fast retrieval of existing records.
o Contact duplication is expected. As such, contact cleanup/merging is needed. This could
be manually in the CRM by an Agent or in the background.
o Agent finds duplicate contact. Agent merges the records, with the first record
created absorbing any cases created by duplicate contacts.
o Maintenance occurs nightly via app to seek and merge duplicate records.
o When searching for contacts, the field should be predictive and provide a list of
suggestions.
13. Community Issue Management
o Provide an option to create Issues, Events and Community topics to which we can use
to tag to cases, contacts, tasks or organizations to track community/social issues.
o Reporting for community issues should easily show all associated entities.
14. Case Management
o Allow for case management after initial case creation. Desired options include, but are
not limited to:
o Adding community or organizational tags
o Adding, editing, or assigning tasks.
o Adding new case notes. Notes added to a case within the CRM that was created
with an Integration will be added to the original record.
o Locating created cases. Search options should include but are not limited to:
 Assigned queue
 Assigned user
 Created by
 Date range
 Case category
 Disposition
 Integration work order number for example:
• INFOR work order ID
• Chameleon activity
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CitizenServe case number
CityWorks work order
CIS/CC&B field activity number

o Provide notification to case creators, assigned staff, or Citizens when changes have
occurred. Notification should occur within the CRM, via text, email, or via the web
portal.
o Provided the ability to batch cases to assign the same tags, user, tasks, status or
disposition.
o Provide the ability to group cases in a parent/child relationship to avoid duplication.
Update child cases with the status and or disposition assigned to the parent case.
15. Email management
o Allow for email communication between Agents and Citizens to occur within the case.
Provide the ability to add:
o KB Article text
o Standard responses created and maintained by Management.
o Attachments
o Links to external sites
o Pictures
o Provide 311 and 311 partners will have the ability to run campaign emails and initiate
communication with Citizens who have opted in to receive communication.
o Campaign performance will be reportable. Desired data would include but is not
limited to:
 Email stats: Sent, delivered, opened, bounced.
 Call deflection
16. Contact Data Import
o One-time import of contact information from a csv file with citizen information like first
name, last name, email, phone, and address.
17. Integration
Integration with internal and external systems. Desired integrations are listed below.
Additional details can be found under the Technical Requirements section.
1. Accela is the Permitting System used by the City. Provide a way to:
• Schedule Building Inspections in Accela from Salesforce
• Lookup Permits by Date
• Lookup Permits by Permit Number
2. Chameleon is the system used by Animal Care. Provide a way in Salesforce to:
• Case should be created, edited, and dispatched within Salesforce.
• Finalized list of Chameleon specific fields will be provided later.
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Case contact would need into transfer to Chameleon and attach to a matching
existing Person ID or create a new Person ID.
• All notes, those initially created and those added in later, need to be transferred
from the CRM to Chameleon and vice/versa.
• Send status updates in Chameleon back to Salesforce
• Lookup Pet Licenses
• Lookup Person
• Lookup Animal
Citizenserve is the system used for Code Enforcement.
• Creating, editing and cancelling a Citizenserve case within Salesforce.
• Add Notes to a Citizenserve Case from Salesforce.
• Add Attachments to a Citizenserve Case from Salesforce.
• Ability to Search for Citizenserve Cases from Salesforce to prevent duplication.
• Ability to run Citizenserve maintenance reports from Salesforce
o Cases assigned to an Incorrect User
o Cases without a file type selected
o Activities assigned to an Incorrect User
CityWorks is the system used for Service Requests for Water, Sewer and Drains. Provide
a way to:
• Case should be created, edited, and dispatched within Salesforce.
• Finalized list of CityWorks specific fields will be identified as part of the
requirements phase
o Dispatch Field Activities as Service Requests.
o Provide the ability to Dispatch a Service Request directly to a User
o Dispatch a Service Request to a Supervisor
GIS integration is needed for validating addresses, displaying maps in Agent Console
and Public Portal, and pulling GIS Layer information.
CC&B is the Utilities/Account system used for Solid Waste, Water, Sewer and Drains.
Provide a way to:
• Display Account Details based on Address provided for Case
• Display Service Points for Account
• Display Field Activity History for Account
• Display Customer Contact History for Account
• Create a Field Activity
• Create a Customer Contact
• Update Status of Field Activities that changed status from a given date
InforEAM/7i is the Enterprise Asset and Work Order Management for the City.
• Creation and management of work orders generated in InforEAM. Currently these
work orders are created for:
o Parks
•

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
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o Urban Forestry
o Facility Maintenance
o Streets and Lighting
o Parking
Fields required include but are not limited to:
o Assets ID’s imported from Infor
o Requestor imported from Infor
o INFOR Description with a character limitation (70 chars)
o INFOR Priority with a drop-down list of options
o INFOR Work Order ID populated after work order has been created in INFOR
Ability to place work orders in the following statuses that follow established
business rules. Statuses include but are not limited to
o Send Work
o Ready for Dispatch
o Dispatched
o Dispatched to On Call
Ability to run reports in Salesforce CRM for INFOR data including but not limited to:
o Case types
o Case status
o SLA
o Dispatching Reports
Send status updates from Infor to Salesforce when work order is Completed
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Attachment 3 to Exhibit A
Technical Requirements
The following includes the technical requirements under this agreement between the City of
Sacramento (“CITY”) and Visionary Integration Professionals, LLC (“VIP”, “CONTRACTOR”) for
the Salesforce 311 Implementation Service Project (the “Project”), (the “Agreement”).
1. Salesforce Configuration & Setup
CONTRACTOR will be responsible for Salesforce environment configuration and setup.
2. Public Portal
o Must be mobile-first and responsive
o Must WCAG 2.1 compliant
o Must be able to be embedded or otherwise integrated seamlessly into our new site on
Adobe Experience Manager (assuming that is even a possibility with this product)
o Must be fully functional on all major smartphone, tablet, and desktop browsers
o Any custom source code must be provided; code must follow project structure bestpractices and be maintainable by our team
o Styling specifics for the new City website will be provided by the City when they have
been completed. The new portal must adhere to these standards.
3. Single Sign On/Azure Active directory integration for Agents and 311 Customer
Community Portals
o For 311 Agents and Internal City users, use Salesforce Single Sign On to use Azure Active
Directory for authentication. Integration should work with City’s software of choice for
Single Sign On which is Portal Guard version 6.03 or higher.
o For Citizens and External users, use Azure Active Directory B2C to allow for Citizen
Profile creation that will be reusable for other City Web Properties. This will be used by
Citizens to get status and update changes for Cases that they have submitted. This
could also be used to provide targeted demographic or geolocation information based
on the user’s profile.
4. CTI Integration
o Technology Infrastructure is currently using Cisco Agent Desktop/Finesse that will be
upgraded to Packaged Contact Center Enterprise (PCCE) 11.5 or higher around June
2019. CONTRACTOR will be responsible for implementing CTI integration with
Salesforce.
5. GIS Integration
o All map components of the project will integrate with the ESRI ArcGIS Web platform
(ArcGIS Online and ArcGIS Enterprise).
o All interactive GIS map development will be built using the ArcGIS JavaScript API 4.x.
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o All mapping interfaces will consume web map items from ArcGIS Online or ArcGIS
Enterprise.
o Be able to add and update 311 Cases as features in an ArcGIS Online Hosted Feature
Layer.
o All GIS web service URLs will be configurable in a UI or config file.
o All URL requests for GIS services must be enabled for HTTPS.
o Must be able to make web service calls to ESRI formatted REST endpoints for address
validation and overlay attributes.
o Web service calls to the GIS REST endpoints must be passed with an identity protocol,
which the city will have the ability to configure in the future (i.e. IWA and SAML).
o Provide fast and dynamic address suggestions as user types an address or point of
interest.
o Suggestions with fuzzy matching powered by the ArcGIS World geocoder.
o Pass and validate the address against the internal City of Sacramento hosted geocoding
service using ArcGIS REST API.
o CONTRACTOR shall work with City Staff on address candidate ranking
o Application will use the standardized Address and accurate coordinates
returned by City of Sacramento hosted geocoding service.
o City staff will work with CONTRACTOR to expose services outside the City firewall
where needed.
o Public user’s browser should not make REST calls directly to internal City web services
o Requests to City’s web services from outside the firewall should be server to server,
from within a designated IP range
o Agents’ browsers within the firewall could make REST calls directly to City’s web
services
o Develop custom logic to access various attributes from multiple GIS layers in a City of
Sacramento hosted feature service, based on the address coordinates returned from
the geocoding service.
o Resources on querying layers with the ArcGIS REST API can be found here.
6. System Integration
Following systems are identified for integration the Salesforce for this project
o Accela
o CC&B
o Chameleon
o Citizenserve
o Infor EAM / 7i
CONTRACTOR will be responsible for configuration of Salesforce with fields need to these
integrations. CONTRACTOR will work with City staff to identify the best way to bidirectionally integrate these systems. GIS, CISCO & CC&B Integration will real-time and
CONTRACTOR will be responsible to develop and deliver a solution to batch load data from
back office system to Salesforce for data lookup for agents. Details of the system
integration will be finalized part of the requirements phase.
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1. GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Attachment 4 to Exhibit A

a. Third Party Agreements Warranty. CONTRACTOR represents and warrants that
CONTRACTOR’s agreement to perform the services pursuant to this Agreement does
not violate any agreement or obligation between CONTRACTOR and a third party.
b. Third Party Intellectual Property Rights Warranty. CONTRACTOR represents and
warrants that the services as delivered to the CITY does not infringe any copyright,
patent, trade secret, or other proprietary right held by any third party.
c. Professional Services Warranty. The services provided by CONTRACTOR shall be
performed in a professional manner and shall be in accordance with generally accepted
industry standards for the services and consulting industry. CONTRACTOR represents and
warrants that the services shall be provided by persons with knowledge and skills and
shall be performed in a professional manner and shall be in accordance with generally
accepted industry standards for the services and consulting industry.
d. Third Party Infringement. Subject to the representations and warranties of the CITY in
connection with the materials and access supplied by CITY, CONTRACTOR represents
and warrants that, to the best of CONTRACTOR’s knowledge, CONTRACTOR’s tools,
services, background technology, know-how, resources, or materials do not knowingly
infringe the rights of any third party, and use of the same in connection with the Project
will not knowingly violate the rights of any third parties except to the extent that such
violations are caused by City Information, or the modification of, or use of the
Deliverables in combination with materials or equipment outside of the scope of the
applicable specifications, by CITY or third parties.
e. Excusable Delay or Failure. Neither party will be in default or otherwise liable for any
delay, or failure of its performance under this Agreement to the extent such delay, or
failure arises by reason of act of God, the elements, adverse weather conditions, fire,
flood, riots, strikes, accident, war, governmental requirement or any action of
government in its sovereign capacity, or act of civil or military authority whether of a
similar or dissimilar nature to the foregoing, beyond the reasonable control and without
the fault or negligence of the affected party (each constituting an “Excusable Delay or
Failure”). Any such Excusable Delay or Failure shall suspend the Agreement until the
Excusable Delay or Failure ceases, and, if practical, the Agreement shall be deemed
extended for the suspended period accordingly.
f. Third Party Beneficiaries. The representations, covenants, obligations, rights, and
agreements of the parties set forth in this Agreement are not intended for, nor shall they
be for the benefit of or enforceable by, any third party or person not a party to this
Agreement including, without limitation CITY’s end user, suppliers, and/or customers.
Under this Agreement, CONTRATOR shall have no relationship with the customers to
which CITY may provide service. CITY further acknowledges and agrees that no fiduciary
relationship arises with CONCTRACTOR under this Agreement.
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g. Cyber Liability Insurance. CONTRACTOR shall obtain cyber liability insurance, with
limits not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence or claim. Coverage shall be sufficiently
broad to respond to the duties and obligations as is undertaken by Contractor under
this Agreement and shall include, but not be limited to, claims involving infringement of
intellectual property, including but not limited to infringement of copyright, trademark,
trade dress, invasion of privacy violations, information theft, damage to or destruction
of electronic information, release of private information, alteration of electronic
information, extortion and network security. The policy shall provide coverage for
breach response costs as well as regulatory fines and penalties as well as credit
monitoring expenses with limits sufficient to respond to these obligations. The City
shall be named as an additional insured under the policy.
h. Technology Professional Liability (E&O). CONTRACTOR shall obtain technology
professional liability technology professional liability insurance, with limits not less than
$1,000,000 per occurrence or claim. Coverage shall be sufficiently broad to respond to
the duties and obligations as is undertaken by CONTRACTOR under this Agreement and
shall include, but not be limited to, claims involving infringement of intellectual property,
including but not limited to infringement of copyright, trademark, trade dress, invasion
of privacy violations, information theft, damage to or destruction of electronic
information, release of private information, alteration of electronic information,
extortion and network security. The policy shall provide coverage for breach response
costs as well as regulatory fines and penalties as well as credit monitoring expenses with
limits sufficient to respond to these obligations. Such coverage shall be continued for
three years following the completion of all services and additional services under this
Agreement. The retroactive date must be prior to the date this Agreement is approved
or any services are performed. If policy is a claims-made policy such coverage shall be
continued for three years following the completion of all services and additional services
under this agreement. The retroactive date must be prior to the date this agreement is
approved or any services are performed.
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Attachment 1 to Exhibit B
Fee Schedule/Manner of Payment
The following includes the costs for the services under this agreement between the City of
Sacramento (“CITY”) and Visionary Integration Professionals, LLC (“VIP”, “CONTRACTOR”) for
the Salesforce 311 Implementation Service Project (the “Project”), (the “Agreement”).
Payment shall be at the successful completion and approval by the City Project manager upon
completion of each Milestone listed in the table. Attachment 2 to Exhibit B shall be used to
document the completion of each milestone. Sprint Package Deliverable Acceptance Criteria
will be mutually agreed upon during project initiation. A Work Order Authorization (WOA) will
be assigned to each deliverable for tracking of completion and payment.
Milestones
Sprint 0 - Project Initiation
Sprint 1 - Deliverable Package
Sprint 2 - Deliverable Package
Sprint 3 - Deliverable Package
Sprint 4 - Deliverable Package
Sprint 5 - Deliverable Package
Sprint 6 - Deliverable Package
Sprint 7 - Integration Sprint Package
Sprint 8 - Deliverable Package

Price
$29,611.00
$29,611.00
$29,611.00
$29,611.00
$29,611.00
$29,611.00
$29,611.00
$29,611.00
$29,611.00

Sprint 9 - Deliverable Package
Sprint 10 - UAT Sprint Package
Go Live / Cutover
Post Production Support Complete
Total Project Cost

$29,611.00
$29,611.00
$57,480.00
$95,799.00
$479,000.00

CONTRACTOR plans to perform the overall project management, business requirement,
technical architecture and design, testing, deployment functions from City of Sacramento
Information Technology office. The majority of application development and configuration
work could be performed remotely with the approval from the City Project Manager. City will
not reimburse the CONTRACTOR any cost related to travel for this project. Typical travel
expenses shall be Airfare, Hotel, Rental Car and Food.
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Attachment 2 to Exhibit B
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